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BASIC DATA

Area: 301,220 square ki-lo-meters = 121,000 square miles

Population (average 1963): 51,5 million (Center-North 32.8 million
(South 18.7 million

Per Capita National Income (19 63 )Y: US$760 (Center-North US$925
(South US$h60

Gross Domestic Product: 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 8 mos. 8 mos.
f=ctor costs at current 196

prices, billion lire) 15,961 17,497 19,211 21,621 24,491 - -

Rate of increase of GCNP
at constant prices
(1954 basis) 7.7 7.1 5 606 18 _ _
Industrial production
(1953 = 100) 158 182 202 222 241 234 239

Balance of Payments: million U.S.$ 9 mos. 9 mos.
1963-

rTroAns lonalT
Imports (f.o.b.) 2,993 4,20lo 4,659 5,470 6,777 -

Exports (f.o,b.) 2,860 3,571 4,103 4,589 4,969 - -
Balance on Current

Account .755 +317 's509 4.276 -657 -561 4.106

Over-all Balance of
Payments i'850 +438 "574 5 50 -1,252 -792 t293

J-ne Jurne
billion lire 193 19-6

Money Supply (end of
64,481 7,366 8,521 10,103 115,06 10,511 11,241

Sent. Sept.
Consumers I Prices T 19

(1953 :- 110-0T) 133_
(average for period) 112.8 115.4 117.8 123.3 132.5 133.3 141.3

Public Finance: Consoli-
dated Cash Budget billion lire

Current Expenditures 5,584 5,749 6,235 7,140 8,435
Current Receipts 5,958 6,434 7,151 8,188 9,529

Surplus 374 685 915 1,0o46 1,093
Capital Expenditures 1,566 1,448 1,492 1,654 1,701

Over-all Deficit 389 193 444 408 392

External Public Debt., net of undisbursed, Decermber 31, 1963, US$823 million

1/ Net national income at current prices. On the basis of
GtDP normally used for international comparisons the
national per capita figure is US$780.



THE SITUATION AND PROSPECTS
OF THE ITALIAN ECONOI!2

Suimary and Conclusions

1. There have been remarkable changes in the Italian economy since the
middle 1950ts. The subsequent unusually rapid industrial expansion, which
came to be called the "Italian miracle"., was at that time just beginning
and the far-reaching consequences which it would have for the Italian
economic structure were not yet evident. One of the most significant
consequences was the elimination of the heavy structural unemployment which
had long plagued Italy. It is hardly necessary to underline the importance
of such a change in the economic and social climate of the country. Ten
years ago full emolcyment seemed only a remote possibility. It is now
recognized as a reality which could and should be preserved.

2. However, the approach to full employment brought along a number of
other changes; wrages caught up with productivity after lagging for a number
of years, profits were narrowed, there was a significant shift in income
distribution and consumption went up while the saving rate fell. All these
had adverse balance of payments effects -wJhich began to become apparent in
1962 and reached serious proportions in 1963. At the same time business
confidence was further affected by a shift to the Left illustrated by the
nationalization of electric powYer late in 1962 and by the elections of
early 1963, which were followed by the formation of a Center-Left coalition
government.

3. These developments brought about a 1light of capital which came in
addition to a mounting current balance of payments deficit, and bTy early
1964 Italy's financial difficulties had become acute. However, with
effective monetary restraints, some fiscal measures and foreign financial
support, the storm was weathered. The balance of payments was already
showing a small surplus by the second quarter of this year, capital flight
seems to have stopped, and 1964 may show a surplus of the order of $500
million. The price paid for this stabilization has been a sloting down of
industrial production and investment, with some reduction in working hours
and some increase in unemployment.

4. Already there are signs of recovery and a renewed forward movement of
the economy can be expected, although not on the scale seen in 1961 to 1963
since that would bring with it the danger of union pressure for wage increases
in excess of gains in productivity.

5. Furthermore, domestic resources are not likely to be adequate for a
return to the high rates of investment of recent years because of the
structural changes that have taken place in wage incomes and saving and



consumption patterns. The problem is not that Italian wages and labor
costs are excessive in comparison with other industrial countries. This
is not the ease. The problem, rather, is that the profit margins
available for a high saving rate that were provided by the wage lag
behind productivity during the 1950Ts and early 1960ts no longer exist.

6. Yet despite this decline in the saving rate, there are a number of
reasons why the high investment rates of the late 1950's and early 1960's
should be maintained. Investment to kceep up with iEurope in the produc-
tivity, growth and competitiveness of industry and agriculture takes on
added importance in the context of the European integration process. And
there are substantial backlogs of investment to be made up in social
services and infrastructure. Perhaps the strongest reason is the
assistance needed to allow the southern part of Italy to continme its
development without interruption. Large investments are required to
employ not only the natural increase in the labor force, but also the
continuing outflow of labor from the rural areas, and it seems reasonable
to try to use a substantial fraction of this labor supply in the South
itself, thereby raising the level of income in the area.

7. The most promising solution to the probable shortage of finance
during the next few years appears to be an increase in public savings
through fiscal policy. This would include curbs on the growth of public
consumption, improvements in the financial position of entities of the
public sector such as the railways or certain municipalities whose deficit
is a drain on the Treasury and the financial agencies, and especially
reforms of the revenue system which by a number of means could increase
both private and public saving.

8. Such measures T-will take time. Meanwhile, the investment financing
problem could be eased to the extent that resources are made available to
Italy from abroad. The flows in both directions in the capital account
of the Italian balance of payments are large, but in the next few years
the net inflow may not be large enough to bridge the difference between
the investment which Italy needs and the investment it can finance- Hence
there is a role for the Bank to play in helping fill this gap during the
time in which measures could reasonably be expected to be taken to raise
the domestic saving level closer to Italyts investment needs. There is
no question of the adequacy of Italian creditworthiness for substantial
additional foreign borrowing.

ii



I. Introduction

1. Since 1957, the date of the last WJorld Banrk survey of the Italian econorw-,
fewT countries have had a faster rate of economic progress thar Italy. hanu-
facturing has grown to.-a point; where Italy clearly qualifies as one of the
major indusurial countries of the world 6 Today unemploynent is no longer
considered a basic and permanent feature of the economy. The number of
unemployed is probably between 2.? and 4% of the labor force, against over
10% in 1951 and 8% as late as 1957.

2. Steady economic expansion in the major European countries, the growing
liberalization of European exchanges and membership in the European Economic
Community have played a decisive role in this transformation of the Italian
economy.

3. The opportunitiss offered by easier access to the expanding European
market have stimulated production in those sectors where the Italian competi-
tive advantages were greatest, while the removal of import restrictions and
the reduction in tariffs ha-,re forced home mar'et industries to improve their
efficiency and lower their costs. In an economy in which for many years
production had been oriented mainly to the limited domkestic market and
copetition was virtually absent, the increases in produietivity which
resulted from this opening up of the economy were much greater than in
countries which had been more exposed to international competition.

4. In addition to the increased opportunities for sales of goods, European
prosperity and the freeing of intra-European axchanges have been of special
benefit to a country like Italy, which had a surplus of manpoTwer and dis-
posed of an attractive climate and a great cultural and historical heritage.
Emigration has not only absorbed a largs proportion of thie formerly unem-
ployed, it has provided Italy -with a substantial foreign exchange income in
the form of remittances. Sinilarly, the expansion of tourism which has
been even more spectacular than that of industrial production or exports,
provides Italy with a foreign exchange income equal to 18% of export
earnings.

5. The transformation of the econoimy has inevitably brought about far-
reaching changes in the character of the economic problems facing the
country. Development of the South still remains as important as ever.
But with the disappearance of structural unemplopyent in the course of
rapid industrialization, there have been other changes in the economic
structure which cormplicate the all too familiar difficulty of combining
satisfactory growth with financial stability. Added complications stem
from growiing demands for better social facilities and services, -.hich have
not kept up with the rapid pace of production, and from considerable
political pressure for reforms with im.portant economic and financial
implications. Cne reform would involve a strong measure of decentralization
according to which the semi-autonomy which now exists in five regional
divisions of Italy would be extended to the 15 other regions w4hich make up
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the rest of the country. Another, aiming at more effective regulation of
urban dev-lopment, would place under public control the ownership of
suburban land where resIdential projects are being considered. Also at
issue have been proposals for a greater degree of central authority over
the allocations of investment and the planning of economic activity.

6. Divergences of views about these proposals for reform as well as about
the more immediate orobLems of economic revival and financial stability have
added to the complications, and sharpened the divisions over issues of
government economic policy. Resolution of these issues is not an easy
matter in Italy's present political circumstances.

7. The present Italian Government is a coalition of Christian-Democrats,
Socialists (Nenni), Social-Democrats (Saragat), and Republicans. The
Christian-Democrats, who have dominated the political stage ever since the
war, have been slowly losing ground - they had only 38% of the vote in
April 1963, against h2' in May 1958. The Communists, the second largest
party with 25% of the vote in 1963, gained a little during the same period;
so did the Liberal Party and the Social Democrats who had, until then, been
more or less supporting the Government. The Socialists had an unchanging
14% share of the vote over this period, and remained in the opposition
until the Fanfani Government of February 1962-May 1963 which, although not
including Socialist participation, had Socialist support in Parliament.

8. After their 1963 losses to the Left, the Christian-Democrats looked
for more formal alliances. They found them with the Nenni Socialists
through understandings which were apparently broad and general enough to
gloss over most of the issues which were the basis of factional objection
to the alliance within both parties. However, one far-left faction did
withdraw from the Socialist Party, and others in both parties acceded to
the coalition with misgivings. A coalition government was finally formed
in December 1963 with Signor Moro of the Christian-Democrats as Premier.

9. Factional misgivings were soon accentuated on both sides as the need
for specific measures to deal winth the economic difficulties of early 1964
brought to the surface many of the political differences which had been
submerged in the general understandings of the coalition. Obstacles to
moderation and compromise were aggravated by the sensitivity of the coali-
tion parties to charges of "betrayal" by their respective followings on
both the Left and the Right. Finally, a minor matter relating to the
always smoldering differences about "clericalismt" touched off a crisis
which brought down the Government in June.

10. The same coalition has, however, been the basis for a new Government --
again under Signor Moro and with only a few cabinet changes. Controversial
issues such as regional and urban reforms and centralized economic planning
have been temporarily deferred and measures to facilitate the recovery of
the economy have been agreed on by the coalition.
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11. The fact that some of the measures needed to deal with the financial
difficulties this year, especially the monetary measures, have been prompt
and effective, is encouraging. The course of the June political crisis,
and the ability again to organize a government on the basis of the same
coalition as before, also indicates a willingness and ability to compromise
where possible, and to put aside for a time issues of basic differences in
order tc deal with immediate economic necessities.

124 All this suggests a greater underlying strength in the coalition than
one would suspect from the stormy course of the first Moro Governnent, and
it may well prove sufficient for a continuation of political consolidation
around moderate policies and for measures which can facilitate a renewed
economic expansion without precipitating another financial crisis. True, the
municipal and provincial elections held on Nlovember 22 marked a certain
increase in the votes obtained by two opposition parties, the Coimnunists
and the Liberals. At the time of writing, howeVerj it was not felt that
this was likely to influence the central Government.
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II. The Rconomic Background

The Italian Econony in the Early 1950's

13. The changes that have taken place in the Italian econromr since the
early l950 s have been in many respects remarkable for a period of little
more thnn a decade. At the beginning of the fifties the prewar per capita
income level had been more or less regained, but it was still low -- not
much higher than that of many underdeveloped countries and, in real terms,
only abaut half the 1963 figure of around $760,

14. Poverty was not the only serious economic problem of the times. In
addition the economy suffered from basic maladjustments, the correction of
which were the primary objectives of the so-called "Vanoni Plan"'/ which
was formulated in 1954 as a guide to Italian economic policy. The aims of
the Vanoni Plan, along wiTth an annual economic growth rate of at least 5%,
were: (1) to solve the severe problem of unemployment (over 10% of the
labor force was then out of work); (2) to correct the lop-sided balance of
payments (current account deficits were averaging nearly 400 million a year);
and (3) to reduce the gross inequalities in incomes and living standards, as
per capita income in southern Italy was roughly half that of the rest of the
country.

15. Actually, the Vano11i Plan did not indicate specific measures of
economic policy for reaching these objectives. Proposed government inter-
vention was largely in terms of expanded public investment in agriculture,
public utilities and public works with particular emphasis on the South.
Such investment was conceived as providing the "propulsion" necessary to
stimulate an acceleration of private investment activity on a scale
sufficiernt to achieve the aims of the plan.

Rapid Economic Development

16. For Italy as a wlhole, subsequent developments outdistanced the
ambitions of tlhe Vanoni Plan. G-rowth of national output since 1h54 has
averaged 6% a year in real terms, and went up to 8% in the period 1959-1961 --
a pace of economic activit-y which at the time was called the "Italian
miracle". These rapid growth rates boosted real per capita incom to twice
that of the beginning fifties. In the process, and also as a result of
emigration, in fact larger than anticipated in the Vanoni Plan, the unem-
ployment problem, which seemed almost intractable only a decade ago, has
virtually disappeared. And from the heavy deficits of the Marshall Plan
period, Italyts balance of payments swung to large current surpluses in
the years 1058-1961. With these surpluses and a rising net inflow of
private capital, italy's official foreign reserves increased fron under a
billion dollars in 1954 to over $3.6 billion at the end of 1962, the
equivalent of about 8 monthsT imports.

1/ Named after Ezio Vanoni, then Minister of the Budget.
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The Problem of Southern Italy

17. The one major aim of the Vanoni Plan which remained unrealised was
the reduction in income disparities between the South and the rest of Italy.
The aim had been a rate of aggregate income growth in the South about double
that of the North and Center. In fact, the rate of increase of per capita
income in the South in the period 1954-1963 (in constant prices) was about
5%- somewhat less than for the country as a whole (about 5.5`)- Hence,
relative to otler parts of Italy, the income of the South declined slighitly.
An improvement has, how-ever, been noticed in recent years: from 1960 to
1963, the growth of per capita income in the South averaged 7.95 compared
wTith 5.1% in the Center-North. Real per capita income in the South is now
on the average about as high as wras that of Italy as a whole a decade ago.

18. The experience in the South did, however, indicate the limitations of
the Vanoni Plan assumption that a large "propulsive" investment in infra-
structure would stimulate a correspondingly large expansion in private
productive activity. There was a substantial private response, but less
than the plan had envisaged. The plan target of a growth rate in the South
double that in the Center-North was all the more ambitious as the North
itself experienced a remarkable economic expansion. i4uch of the infrastruc-
ture necessary to foster both agricultural progress and rapid industrializa-
tion was established in the South during the 1950's. N-ore is still needed
of course, but in agriculture more time wfill be required also. It was
probably unrealistic to expect, in the traditionally agrarian society of
the South, the kind of spontaneous dynamic response from private initiative
which the Vanoni Plan had assumed.

19. So far as industry is concerned, it Twas found that the provision of
general infrastructure and the income generated thereby did not bring about
a sufficient response on the part of investors. As a result the Government
found it necessary to shift the emphasis, from 1957 on, towards inducements
and financial incentives in order to stimulate directly the developnmLent of
industrial enterprises. In addition, government-controlled industries were
directed to invest more in the South. As a consequence the pace of indus-
trialization in the South is now accelerating rapidly.

Structural Changes in the Last Decade

20. For Italy as a whole, the impro-vements of the 1950-1961 period in
income and employment and in the balance of payments were also accompanied
by major changes in the structure of the scononry.

21. The characteristics of an advanced econory were increasingly pronounced
as industry raised its contribution to total output from 37% to 445, while
agriculture fell from 28% to 173. The changing patternis aithin the indus-
trial sector also reflected this same evolution, with the largest relative
gains recorded in the machinery, chemical, metal and construction material
industries, while light industries such as food manufacturing and textiles
declined in relative importance.
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22. The rapid export expansion especially of finished manufactures permitted
the financing of the large increase in imports arising from rapid industrializ-
ation. In the period 1951-1961 exports tripled in real terms, and in relation
to national income increased from about 12% in the early fifties to about 1y9
on the average during 1958-1961. 21 The average annual rate of increase in
exports of fInished manufactures during 1955-1961 was 25%.

23. The structural changes in employment patterns were as significant as
those in production and trade. Agriculture accounted for 40%, of emaployment
in 1951 but only 29% in 1961 as a result of the absolute decrease in the
number of agricultural workers. Meanwwhile, industrial employment rose from
about a third to nearly 40% of the labor force, and there was also a sizeable
increase in the relative importance of tertiary employment.

24. The participation of Italy in the Common Market has facilitated both
export and import growth. The EEC takes over one-third of Italian exports
and provides nearly one-third of Italian imports. In the field of manufactures
the tariffs within the EEC have already been reduced by- 60,, and two more
steps towards their complete elimination are expected - the first to be taken
by January 1, 1965 (another 10%), and the second by January 1, 1967. The
common external tariff is also expected to be unified by the beginning of
1967. As far as Italy is concerned, the establishment of the common external
tariff has meant, in several cases, a substantial reduction in tariff protection.
It does not seem to have brought about any undue hardship so far. In the
field of agricultural goods, discussions are now under way in Brussels for the
establishment of a common pricing system within the Community. For the time
being, however, each country still has a certain freedom of action in this
respect, and the price of Italian wheat, for instanice, is supported and
remains higher than in some other parts of the Comnunity. On the other hand,
quality fruits and vegetables, and a number of other Italian products can now
circulate freely within the Common Market, where Italy in fact enjoys a
preference relative to non-member countries. It is not expected that compe-
tition from associated countries such as Turkey and Greece, or from countries
benefitting by special arrangements (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia), will mate-
rially affect the export potential of Italy towards the Common Market.

The Conditions for Rapid Economic Expansion

25. Many factors contributed to the rapid growth of the Italian economy
during the fifties and early sixties. Western European prosperity and the
liberalization of European transactions were one factor. In addition domestic
conditions have favored rapid growth. The need for "catching up" from the

. Between 1958 and 1963 Italien export value increased by 96' compared
with 66% in Germany, 59% in Belgium-Luxembourg, 58% in France, and
55% in the Netherlands.
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war years continued well beyond the time when the physical damage of the
war had been repaired and the prewar levels of per capita income restored.
This was certainly a buoyant demand factor over the past decade, especially
in housing construction. In addition, Italy had an experienced, capable
and aggressive entrepreneurial class which, given the means, was well
qualified to make the mcst of postwar opportunities for industrial expan-
sion. Ample scope was allowed for the exercise of these talents by finan-
cial stability and the governnment policy of elimination of controls and
reliance on market forces and entrepreneurial decisions to guide the economy.

26. Given these circumstances, probably the two most important factors for
rapid economic development were the large reservoir of labor and the techno-
logical apportunities for large increases in the output of industrial labor.
Italy's increase in industrial productivity per worker during the latter
1950's and early 1960ts was one of the highest among industrial countries.l/
Meanwhile, with the substantial labor supply, wage increases lagged behind
the gains in productivity so that unit labor costs declined during the 1950's
and until 1961. This meant, of course, an increasingly strong irnternational
competitive position which was reflected in the rapid expansion of exports
previously noted. It also meant favorable industrial investmant incentives
in the formL of risimng profits. And tihis in turn contributed to a distribu-
tion of income which wfas conducive to a high and rising rate of saving. The
saving rate increased from 20% of gross national product during 1951-1955 to
26% in 1961 -- one of the highest levels among the industrial countries.

27. This high saving rate was one of the main factors which enabled Italy
to reach an investment rate among the highest in Europe and to lead the
European countries in rates of economic growth and industrial expa-nsion
while at the same time maintaining stable prices and a balance of payments
su-rpluse

1/ Based on comparisons of manufacturing employment and output
between 1956 and 1962 in France, Germany, Italy., Japan the
U.K. and the U.S. Among these Italy was exceeded only by
Japan in the increase in output relative to employment.
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III. The 3nd of the Boom

Full Employment and Its Consequences

28. The buoyant atmosphere of the Italian econorry during the 19 50ts and
early 1960's changed abruptly in 1962 and 1963. The changes appear to
reflect fundamental developiments within the economy of a lasting structural
character. Of these, shifts in the labor situation especially the approach
to full employment, and associated changes in income distribution and
patterns of saving and consumption are probably the most significant.

29. The abundance of labor for non-agricultural emiployment in the period
1951-l961 may be indicated by the facts that in 1951 nearly 2 million w>ere
unemployed out of a total labor force of just over 19 million, that the
potential natural increase in the 1951 non-agricultural labor force over
the decade was almost another million, and that, taking account of natural
increase in the agricultural labor force, there was in the ten years an
exodus of workers from agriculture of over 2 million. in other words, the
potential availability of additLonal non-agricultural labor over the 1951-
1961 period was in the order of 5 million or enough to increase the 1951
level of non-agricultural employment (about 10 million) by 50J.

30. Yet, despite this large mannower availability, unemployment was steadily
reduced during the l95l-l96l period, partly through the net emigration of
about a million persons of working age, but mainly by the rapid growth and
expansion of employment in Italian industry and in the tertiary sectors of
the economy.1/ Unemployment calculated from the 1961 census was down in tnat
year to about 3.5% of the labor force. Sample surveys indicate a still lower
rate in 1961 and a further decline in 1962 and 1963.

31. This situation aoproximating full employment, in combination with a
broadly and effectively organized labor force, marked the end of the long
period in which wage increases lagged behind increases in produ.ctivity.
In the aggregate, taking account of -wage increases, reduced unemployment and
shifts from lower to higher paying jobs, the money incomes of wafe and
salary earners wruent up by over 40% during 1962 and 1963. The cost of labor
per unit of industrial output, after having declined steadily since the
mid-1950ts, increased during 1961-1963 by almost 20%.

Consumption and Saving

32. These developments, reflecting probably the end of chronic unemployment
in Italy, were of major and long-term significance for the Italian economic
structure. One consequence iwJas, of course, a less favorable competitive

1/ Industrial employment increased by about 2 million
between 1951 and 1961, and tertiary employment by
about 1.4 million.



position for Italian industry which will be discussed later. Another conse-
quence was a significant redistribution of Italian incone. About 80% of the
increase in national income between 1961 and 1963 went to wage and salary
earners and this raised their share of total income in this neriod from 55%
to over 60%.

33. This resulted, in turn, in a sharp rise in private consumption wnich, in
real terms, went up by more than 15% during 1962-1963 - considerably more
than the increase in GNP wnich slowed dowin from a real growth rate of 8*5%
in 1961 to 6.6% in 1962 and just under 5% in 1963. The coulterpart of the
increased consumrtion rate wJas a decline in the national rate of saving which
fell from a peak of 26% (gross) of GKNP in 1961 to about 23% in 1963 (see
Table 7). In real terms the absolute level of saving in 1963 was very little
more than in 1961 and actually less than in 1962. The rate of saving in 1963
was still high by international standards although inadequate for the first
time in several years to cover the high domestic investment rate, running at
25% in the same year.

3h. The spurt in consumption demand was particularly marked in certain kinds
of foodstuffs, especially meat and other quality foods, and in consumer
durable goods. The extreme case in the latter category was the purchase of
cars and other vehicles which went up by almost 20% in 1962 and then by 67%
in 1963.

The Effect on the Balance of Payments

35. The effects of all this on the balance of payments were especially
severe. There was a substantial rise in imports as consumer demand outran
the possibilities for an expansion of domestic supply, all the more as Italy
had a poor harvest in 1963. In the two years 1962 and 1963 import volume
jumped by 4O% with by far the largest increase in consumer goods. At the same
time export growth slowed down, partly because of the pull from the very
favorable domestic market, and partly for other reasons including some slow-
don in the European demand for Italian capital goods exports in 1962. These
changes increased the Italian trade deficit by about $1,250 million in 1963
as compared with 1961, and were mainly resnonsible -for the wide swing in the
current balance of payments frcm a $500 million surplus in 1961 to a deficit
of about $660 million by 1963. The deterioration of the balance of payments
during 1962 and 1963 was further aggravated by a sharp increase in private
capital outflow for reasons which are subsequently discussed. Because of
this, capital movements (excluding the foreign assets and liabilities of the
banking system) changed from a small net inflow ($65 million in 1961) to
large deficits of $226 million in 1962 and $595 million in 1963. Taking the
net capital outflow and the current payments deficit together, the total
deficit to be financed from reserves and other transactions of the monetary
institutions reached $1,250 million in 1963. About half of this was covered
by an increase of $650 million in the net foreign liabilities of the commer-
cial banks while official foreign assets were drawn dow&n for the balance.
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Thus after a steady rise during 1957-1961, the net liquid foreign assets
positionl/ leveled off in 1962 and then suffered a sharp drop of almost a
third in 1963. It stood at $2,1141 million at the end of 1963, or the
equivalent of nearly four months' imports at the 1963 level.

Capital Outflow

36. A combination of factors was responsible for the rising net outflow of
private capital in 1962 and 1963. Business uncertainties stemming from the
changes in profits and labor costs, previously discussed, were undoubtedly
a factor. Another factor was political uncertainty, especially after the
leftist gains at the April 1963 elections followed by half a year of
inability to form more than a caretaker government. Associated with these
political developments was the nationalization of the electricity industry
following the Law of December 5, 1962, which had been anticipated long in
advance with disturbing effects on the financial markets. Finally, the
introduction in 1962 of a withholding tax on dividend payments, as a means
to curb personal income tax evasion, contributed to this outflow, although
much of this apparently flowed back into Italy after acquiring the anonymity
of non-resident accounts abroad, Indicative of the upswing in Italian
transfers of capital abroad was the sharp increase in Italian banknotes
presented from foreign countries for conversion into foreign exchange, These
jurped frcm $330 million in 1961 to $765 million in 1962 and $l,h70 million
in 1963, Of the capital outflow reflected in these figures, the amount
which remained abroad, i.e. the capital flight involved was, according to
analyses of the Bank of Italy, about 25% in 1962 and about 35% in 1963. This
means that the net outflow was equivalent in 1963 to about $500 million, or
roughly 10% of exports.

37. This capital flight aggravated the financing difficulties arising from
the lack of imorovement in the saving rate in 1962 and its decline in 1963
(see Table 7). This situation was reflected in a slowdounn in the rate of
expansion of Lnvestments. In constant prices the increase in investments
was about 9% in 1961 and 1962, and only 5.5% in 1963 (see Table 5).

38. This increase in investments, in the face of a decline in savings and
of substantial capital exports, was supported by increased foreign borrowings
by the banking system and a large exoansion of domestic credit This wzas
taking place at a time when there was a general excess demand for goods in
the economy, and sizeable drawings on foreign exchange reserves were the
result.

1/ Gold and liquid foreign assets (including the IMF
gold tranche) of the Bank of Italy and the Foreign
Exchange Office, less the net foreign liabilities
of the commercial banks. Official medium and long-
term foreign assets are not included.
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Credit Expansion and Financial Instability

39, Domestic investment activity was supported by the banking system part l-T
through a substantial increase in short-term credit advanced directly to
private cormpanies for investment purposes, partly through an increase from
about 20- in 1960 and 1961 to about 30% during 1962-1963 in the proportion
of total loan, mortgage and security financing (excluding government
securities) which was provided by banks, and partly through financing by
the Bank of Italy of government cash deficits incurred through the Treasury
and the Postal Savings Fund to support the capital market. Outstanding
credit of the banking system to the Government jumped during 1962 and 1963
by about Tit.l,000 billion, or by about 30% compared with 1961 In 1963
alone the increase reached lit. 700 billion (Table 22). This was a marked
departure from the pattern of the preceding several years wThen budget
deficits were modest and government reliance on financing by the banks was
small, However, of the total cash deficit of the Treasury and Treasury funds
which amounted to almost it. 1,320 billion during the two years 1962 and
1963, only about T-it. 500 billion was due to State budgetary deficits
(Table 16). The rest was the result of deficits on non-budgetary Treasury
operations, most of which reflected net retirement of public debt and other
operations in support of the capital market.

40. When the -oolicy of credit expansion was undertaken in late 1961 and
early 1962, in response to rising labor costs and associated problems of
investment financing, the balance of payments was still running a substan-
tial current surplus* There was, therefore, a balance of payments cushion
for some acceleration of credit expansion to sustain the growith of invest-
ment and output without necessarily running into balance of payments
troubles or upsetting domestic financial stability. However, the expansion
of credit proved to have much stronger stimulating effects on demand than
on supply. Labcr income and consuimer spending rose rapidly while there was
only a sluggish and inadequate expansion in output to meet the additional
demand. In these circumstances, the surplus which had existed in the
foreign accounts disappeared in the course of credit expansion while the
gap between expenditure and output still remained. Continued reliance on
easy credit in a further effort to close the gao resulted not only in the
large foreign deficit previously noted, but also in a marked rise in
domestic prices, with an increase of 5.8%0 in 1962 and of 8,7% in 1963 in
the cost of living index. This in turn reinforced the process of growing
disequilibrium because of the automatic linkage of wages to prices over
most of Italian industry. The need for curbs on expenditure became,
therefore, increasingly evident and from about mid-1963 policies were
reversed to restrain further increases in consumption and investment.

Stabilization and the Problem of Investment

41. Various measures of restraint were taken in the latter part of 1963
and in 1964. They included some fiscal measures and a severe credit
restriction policy. The first covered added taxes on the purchase of
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automobiles and gasoline, some increases in taxes on matches and tobacco,
and curbs on government expenditures in order to reduce the 1964 fiscal
deficit; in addition, in September 1964, curbs on instalment buying were
made effective. In the credit field, commercial bank borrowing abroad was
halted in September 1963, and net bank liabilities abroad were subsequently
reduced by $560 million between August 1963 and September 1964. Additional
central bank credit was also curtailed in late 1963 and in the first half
of 196h. As a result of these measures, combined with direct restraint of
the monetary authorities on banking activities, the bank credit expansion
slowed down in the latter half' of 1963 and was arrested in the first part
of 1964 (Table 22).

42. These measures proved effective in stabilizing the Italian financial
situation. Honey supply did not rise in the first half of 1964, wholesale
prices leveled off, and the cost of living increased by only 3-1/2% compared
with almost 5% in the first half of 1963, Import demand also slowed down along
with money incomes, and this in combination with a marked increase in exports5)
and a surplus in private capital movements has resulted in a remarkable
improvement in the balance of payments. The current account swung from a
deficit of $427 million in the first quarter of 1964 to a surplus of $533
million in April-September. For the first nine months of 1964 as a whole,
the current account showed a surplus of $106 million compared with a deficit
of $561 million for the same period of 1963. Taking the current account and
capital movements together, the sur-plus during January-September 1964 was about
$290 million cormipared with a deficit of about $790 million in January-September
1963.

43. This marked financial improvement was achieved, however, at the cost of
virtual stagnation in Italian industry during most of 1964. A substantial
inmrovement in agricultural production (4.5%) is expected to offset part of
the slowdown in industrial activity. But the general growth rate is now^
estimated at around 3% for 1964 against 4.8% in 1963-j/ Lack of adequate
information makes it impossible to estimate accurately the impact of the
slowdown in industrial and construction activities on employment, but some
lay-offs were reported) and it is knaon that in several industries shorter
working hours havre been imposed. Some movements of wzage earners away from
the more industrialized areas have also been observed.

44. The improvement in the balance of payments coupled with the stagnation
of industrial output and investment encouraged the authorities to relax
somewhat their curbs on credit and consumption in late spring. In October
new flexibility was given to the investment market when the savings institu-
tions were allowed to turn to the Central Bank for more liquidity, thus
enabling them to participate more liberally in long-term bond financing.
Fiscal measures tending to encourage investment trusts to develop and to

g/ Exports were 17.5% higher in January-September 1964
than in January-September 1963.

2/ "Relazione Previsionale e Prograrmratica" for 1965,
presented to Parliament September 30, 196h.
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invest in equity were announced. On November 11, the purchase tax on
automobiles imposed early in the year was abolished. On the other hand,
the tax on transactions was at the same time raised fro" 303% to 4% but
the proceeds will serve to compensate the State for assuming some of the
social security contributions formerly charged to the employer. Finally,
a special fund of Fit. 100 billion was proposed in August 1964 to assist
small and medium manufacturing enterprises, The general tenor of this new
policy is clear. It tends to encourage investment and restore profit
margins, but within limits.

45. In the longer run, despite the favorable turn in the monetary and
balance of payments situation, Italy is still confronted with the basic
problem of reconciling adequate rates of investment, employment and
economic growth with financial stability. The nature of this problem as
a result of the substantial changes over the last few years in employment,
income distribution, and saving and investment will be discussed in the
following chapter.
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IV. SavinR Prospects and Investment Needs

46. The probability that the recent redistribution of Italian income in
favor of wage and salary earners will be a lasting feature of the economy
has been previously indicated. Actually this change meant only that wage
costs caught up with increases in labor productivity after having lagged
considerably behind throughout the 1950's. WIthat is striking is not that
Italian wages increased to particularly high levels but that nearly all of
the catching up was crammed into the short period of two years. Between
1958 and 1963 the increase of labor cost Der unit of output in Italy was
about the same as in most other industrial countries, and taking the 10
years 1953-1963 as a whole, the increase in Italy was less than most.i/

47. Barring substantial unemployment, any reversal of the recent labor gains
in income distribution seems unlikely0 If anything, some additional gains
may take place, especially during more rapid phases of further expansion.
The possibility that, in the course of credit relaxation and an upswing of
economic activity, wage demands may again push labor costs ahead of produc-
tivity is a danger which is much in the minds of the authorities. So far,
the prospect of reaching an understanding with the large labor confederations
on moderation of wage demands has not been particularly favorable --
especially with CGIL, the largest of the three major confederations, in
which Cormunist influence is strong. It now seems likely, however, that
most large labor contracts will have been revised by the end of the year,
and that for a period of a year or mors Italy may perhaps have less to fear
than in 1962-1963 from further increases of labor costs over productivity,
and a consequent decline in saving,

48. There are, indeed, compelling reasons for maintaining, if possible, the
level of investment somewhere near recent rates even though this level may
run somrewhat higher for a time than the prospective rate of saving. Some
investment beyond prospective saving levels is likely to be necessary if
Italy is to be able to take advantage of economic growth possibilities,
maintain a satisfactory level of employment, and develop the backward
regions of the country0 Italy's needs for continuing a fairly high invest-
ment rate may be considered with res7.ect to the conditions and capital
requirements of (a) industry ald utilities, (b) agriculture, and (c) the
fields of infrastructure and social development. Separate consideration
is also given to the special importance of investment in these fields for
the purpose of developing southern Italy.

1/ According to figures prepared by the Bank of
Italy, the composite index of unit labor costs
in industrial countries other than Italy was 19%
higher in 1963 than in 1953, whereas in Italy unit
labor costs were about equal in 1963 to those in
1953 after having declined by about 20% between
l953 and 1961. This trend was reversed in more
recent years.
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Industry and Utilities

49. Prospectsfor further rapid exuansion of Italian industry appear
favorable although the rate of growth of industrial production is not
likely on the average to reach the llO figure of 1959-1963, or even the
9% average rate of the 1950's and early 1960's. An optimistic view of
the industrial expansion potential seems warranted by the efficiency
characteristic of much of Italian industry, and the ability to compete
has been demonstrated and seems likely to continue in many lines of Italian
manufacturing. Some of Italy's competitive margin has undoubtedly been
lost by the wage increases of the last two years. However, most of the
impact of wage increases in manufacturing has fallen on profits which
appear to have been especially favorable before the large wage advances of
1962 and 1963. The view one obtains in Italian industrial circles is that
so far most lines of manufacturing are still competitive in European
markets;!/ this is substantiated by the fact that Italy continued in 1963
to maintain one of the highest rates of increase in exports of manufactured
goods among the industrial countries, and that in 1964 there has been a
further spurt in Italian industrial exports. However, profit levels in
Italian industry have been pared dova considerably from what they were three
or four years ago. They could not continue as a protective cushion for
Italy's competitive position, if wage increases should again run way ahead
of productivity.

50. This decline in profits is, of course, one aspect of the saving problem
and has reduced the capacity of industry fo-r self-financing out of earnings.
Over the wide range of government-aimed industrial enterprises it is esti-
mated that the proportion of new investment financed from earnings has fallen
over the last several years frcm nearly 40% to about 20%* In privately-owned
industry the proportions of self-financing have probably been higher and the
decline has been less. Nevertheless, for all Italian industry, further
expansion is likely to depend to a much greater extent than in the past on
the availability of capital from sources other than earnings.

51. This may be one of the factors making for a slower rate of industrial
growth in the future than in the past, unless the reduced rate of financing
from profits is compensated by additional industrial capital from other
domestic sources or from abroad. Another factor tending to slow down
industrial growth may be the reduced supply of industrial labor. Taking
account of the natural increase in the labor force and of the probable con-
tinuing outflow of worlcers from agriculture in search of non-farn jobs (with
allowance for some further emigration), it may be estimated that the average
increase in the labor supply available for industrial employment will be
about 2% a year for the next several years. This compares with an average
of about 3% in the period 1957-1962.

1/ EEC statistics suggest that Italian wage rates in manufacturing
(including social security charges paid by employers) were on
the averaga somewhat higher last year than in the Benelux
countries, somewhat lower than in Germany, and probably some-
where near the French level.
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52. Shifts to more capital-intensive techniques, especially in the
substantial sector of small and medium-scale industry where modernization
has lagged, may of course improve labor productivity, but under normal
growth circumstances less additional labor probably implies that the pace
of industrial expansion will be somewhat slower than the average of the
past decade. Even so, labor supply is likely to grow sufficiently fast to
require substantial industrial investment if unemployment is to be avoided.

53. Hence investment requirements in manufacturing industries are not
likely to be much below the 7% of GNMP which has been the average rate of
industrial investment in the last several years.j It may still be as high
or even rise somewihat higher. The reasons for this are the fact that the
size of the industrial sector in GNP is bound to increase further, the
likelihood of accelerated labor-saving investrnents because of the recent
wage and labor market developments, the rising relative importance w-ithin
the Italian industrial structure of highly capital-intensive heavy industry,
and the need for increasing investment in modernization for competitive
reasons as European integration proceeds. An increase in the share of
industrial investment going into southern Italy, where capital-output
relationships used to be higher than in the North, may also tend to increase
capital requirements relative to output. For all these reasons, it seems
unlikely that the prospective decline in Italy:s average industrial growth
possibilities will mean any significant decline in the share of GNP devoted
to industrial investment which Tall be necessary to provide adequately for
industrial employment and to mahe the most of the Italian industrial
potential

54. Investment in utilities -- electricity, gas, water works, etc. -- has
absorbed in recent years about 5% of total investment and about 1% of
national output. Most of this investment was for expansion of power capacity
which has only just kept up with the rapid growth in demand at an average
rate of about 9% during 1958-1962. Forecasts, based on the assumption of
slower economic expansion, are for a moderate decline in the growth of power
demand to just over 7% per year. It is not likely that the capital require-
ments of the power industry will be very different in relation to GNP from
what they have been in the past. This is probably also true of other
utilities. In fact, present plans of ENEL, the government-owned power
monopoly, involve for the next year roughly the same investment relative to
national outpult.

Agriculture

55. An assessment of further investment requirements in Italian agriculture
is difficult because of the intricacies of the agricultural problem. There
is scope for further development of the present pattern of farming. The
capital requirements for this would be substantial, but in relation to

1/ Relazione Generale sulla Situazione
Economica del Paese
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prospective output should not be too high because of the large remaining
potential production from the investment which has already been made in soil
conservation, flood control, drainage and other improvements, particularly
in the South.

56e The agricultural problem, however, is not only one of increasing produc-
tion according to the present pattern of cultivation. Along il^th rising
agricultural production, Italy also requires major changes in the agrarian
structure -- in the location of cultivation) the kinds of farm commodities
produced, and the techniques of farming. The need is for changing patterns
of agriculture in the more favorable rural locations in order to raise farm.
incomes in relation to non-farm incomes. This may counteract the attractions
of non-farm employment and hold enough labor in these locations to develop
Italyts remaining agricultural notential. Otherwise, if the wide productivity
and income gaps between farm and non-farm employment continue, the further
process of rural-urban migration may draw the more youthful energetic labor
indiscriminately from regions of good as well as poor development possibili-
ties with a consequent deterioration in Italy's long-run agricultural
prospects.

57. The accomplishment of desirable changes in production patterns would also
be of great advantage to the Italian balance of payments, since the logical
trend is towjards quality foodstuffs that can be both exported and used
locally instead of imports to meet the rapidly mounting domestic demand that
has been associated with the rise in incomes of the last few years.

58. The desirable direction of relative change in production would appear to
be awuay from the staple grain crops, especially soft wheat, and towards
livestock and dairy products, poultry products, fresh fruits, vegetables,
citrus and olive oil. In the process it would be Dreferable if those lands,
especially in the poorer hill areas of the South, which are of marginal
productivity with little chance for improvement, were to go gradually out of
cultivation. Even here, however, reforestation may involve substantial costs.

59. All this presents most difficult and complicated problems of execution.
It will require in the first place extensive consolidation of farm units into
sizes which are aopropriate for mechanization, and to ensure more effective
utilization and higher incomes for farm labor. Some form of horizontal
integration of producers is also needed as a basis for the kind of efficient
organization for production and processing that is essential in these higher
quality agricultural products. Equally essential are the organization and
facilities that go with efficient marketing systems -- the lack of which at
present imposes such a heavy cost on agricultural prodacers and consumers and
constitutes a serious obstacle to agricultural development.

60. If substantial progress could be expected along these lines, it could
add considerably to the capital requirements of Italian agriculture for
mechanization and other aspects of "industrializing" farm production, for
processing plants, and for the transport, storage and other installations
that twill be required if marketing is to be improved.
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61. Whether actual progress in these directions -sill be very fast is a
question. Private initiative is already making considerable efforts towards
these objectives, but the process could be accelerated wTith additional
technical, financial and administrative assistance from government agencies.
So far government policy is not clearly oriented to the provision of this
assistance. In the South the Gassa per il Mezzogiorno, one of the important
state agencies for southern development, has lacked funds and the jurisdiction
necessary to facilitate major changes in the agricultural structure, Mean-
while, the broad agricultural planning of the Government (the ?iano Verde or
Green Plan) does not reflect definite objectives -- or decided policies.
Allocations are scattered over a wide range of purposes without clear priority,
and the only concentration of funds seems to be in land improvement. As far
as location and production patterns are concerned, its impact appears to be
neutral. There is no special effort to support existing trends such as emigra-
tion from the hills to the plains and subsequent enlargement of farm units in
marginal areas, more rapid land transformation, and structural adjustments in
farm sizes and land consolidation. Little attention seems to be given to the
adjustments and facilities necessary to encourage mechanization and better
utilization of labor. And the official policy of supporting a high wheat
price tends to act as a disincentive to the diversification of Italian
agriculture into production with a higher economic value.

62. For these reasons together with the other usual limitations on rapid
absorption of capital in agriculture it may be unrealistic to expect very
rapid devrelopment along more capital-intensive farming lines during the next
few years, Some progress is to be exoected, hoTwever, because of the consi-
derable private effort already evident in farm mechanization and the produc-
tion of higher value crops. There is also the possibility that the Government
would play a larger role in facilitating such development in the South through
the extension of activities of the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno into agricultiural
processing and distribution, Further influence of the Cassa may be exercised
on location ancd cropping patterns through technical assistance at the produc-
tion level.

63. As far as financial requirements are concerned, the prospective capital
needs Lor mechanization, processing and marketing may more or less compensate
for the fact that less investment may be needed in irrigation works and
similar projects because much of the capacity from past investment in such
works still remains to be developed. In these circumstances it seems
reasonable to assess the capital requirements of agriculture as continuing to
be about as high in relation to available resources as in the recent past when
they amounted to about 3/%0 of GNP.

Infrastructure and Social Services

64. Possibilities for large capital economies do not appear any more obvious
in these fields than in the industrial, power and agricultural sectors pre-
viously discussed. Numerous bottlenecks and shortages ol capacity in the
infrastructure of the economy -- especially in transport and communications --
are already interfering with economic activity; there are unfilled housing
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demands; congestion and inadequacy of services is an increasing problem in
many municipalities; and the social services, especially education, have
lagged behind requirements over the last decade or more, It is the view in
some official circles that these are the fields where past investment has
been least adequate and in which the rate of future investment should be
increased.

65. Of the investment in these fields during the past five years, housing
has been by far the largest, running at 6% to 7/% of GNP. In the last two
years, the Italian investment in housing as a share of GNP was, in fact, the
third highest in Europe after Switzerland and Finland. Much of this invest-
ment was apparently in upper income housing and large backlogs of housing
requirements still remain, especially in the middle and lowi cost categories.
In view of this backlog and the natural increase in requirements, the housing
field could easily absorb an even larger share of national resources than in
the past for a number of years without catching up with needs.

66. Important investment requirements in transport and communications are
also likely to be well beyond the money available. A reasonable pace of
building and improving main highways has been kept up in the past, but there
are still important gaps in the main highway system that need to be filled,
especially in southern Italy. 14eanwhile, there is an accumulation of unfilled
investment needs in the secondary and local road systems for repairs, improve-
ments and extensions which is as large or perhaps even larger than for the
main highways. Added to this are municipal transport improvements requlired to
relieve the congestion associated with the fast-growing urban traffic. The
demand for commercial road transport vehicles will undoubtedly continue to
increase faster than economic activity generally. The railways envisage con-
tinuing investment at least as high as in the recent past on approved programs
for additional rolling stock and fixed installations. There are much needed
capital improvements to be made in airway operations, shipping, canals and
waterway equipment. Inadequate facilities and congestion in the ports of
northern Italy, especially Genoa, are already imposing a burden of additional
cost and delay on Italian industry. There are other port requirements to be
met in the newly developing industrial centers of the South. And the tele-
communication system. of the country needs substantial modernization and
expansion to keep in step with the growth of the econony. In these circum-
stances, inves-tment in transport and comnunications could well continue to
absorb as large or an even larger share of resources as in the last five
years (when it was equal to about 40 of GNP) if financing were available.

67. Amiiong the social services, education will require a substantial increase
in expenditures, current as well as investment, not only to take care of the
additional school-age population but also to reduce the present gross inade-
quacy in classroom space and in the number of qualified teachers. In addition,
adult education and vocational training, especially to facilitate the shift of
agricultural workers to industrial employment, should be at least maintained
and preferably increased. Probably technical as well as financial capacities
will limit the speed with which additional schcol buildings and teacher
training facilities can be provided, and it will also be difficult to accele-
rate effective vocational training rapidly. Nevertheless, educational
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improvement is among Italy's most pressing needs, and this is again a field
where there appears to be every justification for a higher rate of expenditure
than in the past if the necessary resources can be found. There may be scope
for economies in other social service activities, but with the badly needed
outlays for education it would not appear that the social service field taken
as a whole is the place to find possibilities for a reduced investment rate
in the future if this could be avoided.

Development of Southern Italy

68. Perhaps the most important reason for sustaining, if possible, something
close to recent high investment rates in Italy is the further development of
southern Italy. This region, referred to as the 1Hezzogiorno, consists of the
mainland south of Rome and the islands of Sicily and Sardinia, It contains
nearly 4jO0 of the population, but accounts for only less than one fourth of
the national output so that per capita income is rough'ly half that of the rest
of the country. The special effort to improve the economy of this less
developed part of Italy has been a keystone of official economic policy since
1950, and there is today a broad political consensus in support of it.

69a Previous Bank reports on thie Italian economy have emphasized the strong
economic, as well as social and political, reasons for a special effort and
concentration of resources on southern development. An improved regional
distribution of income is a sound objective if it can be accomplishned wmithout
excessive cost, The South has a substantial potential to be developed,
especially in the form of manpuoJ r, locational advantages for many lines of
production such as the metallur-;call petroleum and chemdical industries and
intensive cultivation of quality foodstuffs, and tourist attractions which
could be much more extensively exploited, There are also large savings to be
realized fron southern develooment through a reduction of the social and
economic losses that go with the poor nutrition, lack of education, and the
welfare problens of a backward area, and through a reduction in the costs to
the economy of the increasing congestion which is being created in the
northern cities by migration from the South.

70. It is not possible, of course, to measure many of the economic savinlgs
and other benefits that are associated with a relative regional emphasis on
developing the South. It is therefore difficult to say whether in a strict
economic accounting they would outweigh the fact that productive investment
requirements in the South have been higher in relation to output than in other
parts of the country, and for a time may well continue to be higher. The
important issue is not so much this added investment cost per unit of output
in the South, but rather wrhether this added cost of developing output in the
South is justified in terms of the future of the Italian economy as a whole.

71 From this standpoint there seems little question that the added cost is
justified. From a longer-run point of view it is the most satisfactory and
probably the cheapest way of reducing the regional income disparities that now
exist in the Italian economy because of the limited industry, the sluggish
agriculture and the underemployment in the South. Migration from the South
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to other parts of Italy will certainly continue to play a necessary and
inevitable role in the process of ameliorating the present income disparities
between Southerners and Northerners. However, one of the penalties of heavy
migration is the steadily mounting cost of the increasing congestion of the
cities in the North. Moreover, if the correction of present maladjustments
were to be left solely to migration, there would be the serious and costly
prospect of a southern Italy drained of capable and energetic talent and
left -with a stagnant economy and a host of social and economic problems
which, in one way or another, would create a heavy burden for the future.
The long-term costs of such a process would undoubtedly be higher and the
other consequences less desirable than those of the alternative policy of
an accelerated southern development. In short, there exists in the South
an unexploited resource, namely manpower. It is available now, and its
availability will continue over the years as people continue to move from
the less productive agricultural areas into the cities. Migration can and
in all likelihood will absorb some of it, but it seems reasonable to try
to use a substantial fraction of this labor supply in the South itself, and
thereby raise the level of income in the area.

72. Obviously the regional adjustment process, however it comes about, will
take years. In the meantime migration from the South is bound to continue,
as it should. The aims of development policy in the South are to avoid as
far as possible an outflow of labor which is excessive in relation to
employment opportunities elsewhere in Italy, to ensure that as much as
possible of the mlgration is from locations and occupations which are of
marginal development im-portance, and to create wnithin the South growing
employment opportunities at income levels high enough to keep in the area a
labor supply adequate for a dynamic regional economy.

73. The investment needs of the South are not additional to, but part of
the capital requirements previously discussed for Italian industry, agricul-
tural transport and other kinds of infrastructure, and the social services.
The share of total Italian investment in the South is large, however,
anounting to a little over 25% in recent years0 In 19,63, southern investment
accounted for 26% of total investment in industry, 45 7 in agriculture, and
23$ in infrastructure and other forms of investmentQ/

74. These substantial investment levels in the South have been built up
mainly through the allocation to the South in recent years of about 45% of
the investment outlays of the Ministry of Public Works and of the Ministry
of Agriculture; special measures to concentrate in the South a considerable

1/ Relazione sulla Attivita. di Coordinamento,
1964i., page 224.
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part of the capital expenditures of the government-owned enterprises; special
financial assistance to Calabria, Sicily, and Sardinia; the provision of
credit facilities and a variety of other inducements to encourage the location
and expansion of private enterprise in southern Italy; and, last but not
least, the development activities of the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno, whose
contribution from 1950 to 1963 may be estimated at two-thirds of the govern-
ment investrment expenditure in the South.

75. The magnitude of southern investment within total investment requirements
does have special significance for the problem of meeting Italy's prospective
capital needs. The main purposes of the Italian policy, namely to increase
incomes in the South and allow more Southerners to find employment in the
area, would be frustrated if investment in the South were to be reduced
significantly. In addition, continuity is an essential element if this
policy is to be effective. It is essential in order to attract private
savings into the area that the efforts of the Government not be threatened
with lags or interruptions,
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V. The Problem of Investment Financing

76. The preceding chapter has indicated the magnitude of the investment
effort required in employing the gradually increasing labor force, in
keeping up with European productivity, in providing the necessary social
services and infrastructures, and in developing southern Italyo Yet it
will probably be difficult, as indicated, to resume the recent rate of
investment, which averaged 25% of GNP in the last four years, because of
the changes which have taken place in income distribution, consumption and
saving. It is to be expected, of course, that there will be bath favorable
and unfavorable swings in the level of savings in the course of cyclical
changes and under external and internal influences on the econonay. It is
not likely) however, that available domestic savings will in the next few
years be sufficient fully to cover all investment requirements.

The Means of Balancing Investment and Saving

77. In terms of national accounts, the drop in savings below investments
in 1963 was no more than 1.-5 of GNP. In terms of the balance of payments,
however. this rneant a $660 million current deficit, equivalent to almost
10% of exports; it was of even larger significance in relation to Italian
reserves and external financing availabilities. This indicates the
importance of relatively small improvements in the Italian saving rates and
also suggests the seriousness for Italian financial stability of small
adverse changes in saving.

78. The previous discussion has indicated that in the context of the recent
shifts in income distribution and labor relations it is probably unrealistic
to expect any trend tovards less consumption and more saving out of private
disposable income. The real concern is that the reverse may happen espe-
cially if strong union pressure for wage increases develops once restraints
are eased on business0 Indeed, wages have continued to rise in the first
half of 1964 in spite of the restraints., although the rate of increase has
slowed dom considerably since March, It is encouraging that with the slow-
dcmn in Drice advances during the first half of 1964 the automatic wage-
price linkage is not at present a factor for more than minor wage increases.
Furthermore, important recent labor contract settlements have been fairly
moderate on additional pay. It remains a question, nevertheless, whether
such indications of labor moderation would continue in the event of much
easier credit and a strong revival of industrial expansion.

Fiscal Requirements

79. With the uncertainty of labor relations, a more practicable and reliable
course to influence consumption and saving would be through fiscal policy.
From the standpoint of sustained financing of Italyts investment requirements,
the fiscal situation is perhaps the weakest link in the otherwise effective
chain of Italian financial management. Recent government measures for fiscal
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improvement have been talklen to reduce the rise in pyublic spendiLng (which
almost doubled during 1°58-1963), to facilitate private investment financing
by various business tax concessions, and to increase revenue by a 20% rise
in the turnover tax rate, higher taxes on luxury housing and some additional
direct taxation, The revenue from the tax increases will more than compensate
for the business tax concessions, with an expected net annual addition to
revenue of Lit.240 billion. These measures should be helpful, but additional
fiscal reforms are also needed to facilitate saving.

80. Undoubtedly there are possibilities for fiscal improvement on the
expenditure side through greater efficiency in the administrative services,
However, saving which might be realized through a better administrative
performnance without a corresponding increase in personnel would probably be
offset, or perhaps more than offset, by the need to improve government
salaries as a necessary part of any effective program of administration
reform. The more promising steps to improve saving through fiscal effort
wvould appear to be on the side of revenue,

81. The problem is not that revenue is low in relation to the size of the
economy, but that it needs to .e raised still further to meet investment
requirenents. In fact, reve:x is high in comrar-son w.ith GNP, amounting to
35J0 if the receipts of tle social security funds ar-e incilided as well as
those of the centr-al and local governments 0 The social security funds are
unusually large and if they are e:r.cluded, tihe revenues of the governments alone
come to abct- 2L4, of GIF.F

82. The rea.l problem in raisin.g revenues does not so rmuch lie in the level
of rates as in the complicoated nature of the reve-nQe system at all levels of
government 0 Some of the resulting shortcomaings are failure to tap adequately
important Jpotential sources of revenue, lack of progressiveness and inadequate
sensitivity of revenues to changes in the national income;_/Furthermore, the
complexities resulting from the unsystematic evolution of the tax system
have a-grava.ted the difficulties of tax administration and facilitated
extensive tax evasion. The practical difficulties stemming from the system
are numerous. local government revenue is grossly inadequate and has actually
declined in relation to national income since the mid-1950's despite the
mounting local government responsibilities associated with urban expansion
and congestion 0 Related to this p=.roblem is very limited taxation of real
property. Hiore important from the standpoint of a progessive system is the
inadequate share of revenue from direct taxation. It has been running at
less than a third of total tax revenue. A multiplicity of different types of
direct taxes are difficult to administer and facilitate evasion. Because of
the inadequacies of direct and real estate taxes, a. disproportionate revenue
burden is placed on taxation related to wages (the social security levies
which are more or less proportional to wage pa3nents) and on a host of indirect
taxes, the most important of which is a general turnover or sales tax applicable
to all transactions at the various stages of production and distribution.
It may be noted here that a changeover from the turnover tax to a new
system of value added taxation is now being actively considered.

1/ Taxes on income and wealth only represent 25%
of total tax receipts.
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83. Aside from the particularly heavy burdens which the tax system imposes
on productive activity (except where generous concessions are given as in
the case of productive investment in southern Italy), it has the further
disadvantage from the standpoint of saving and investment financing of a
sluggish and inadequate response to fluctuations and trends of economic
activity. Taken as a whole, tax revenue has followed fairly closely the
course of national income rather than showiing variations more than propor-
tionate to changes in GNP, which would have allowed for increases in public
savings during periods of rapid economic expansion. In fact, during the
unusually buoyant economic period 1958-1961, the rate of increase in public
revenue was hardly more than the rise in GNP (33% compared with 30%).
Revenue did rise somewhat faster (337`0) than GNP (28%) in 1962 and 1963, but
largely because of a 50% jump in social security revenue which was related
to the unusual increase in those two years in wages, employment and working
hours. It was not the result of increasing business capacity to pay, but
rather an aggravation of already increasing business costs at a time w-rhen,
in real terms, the growth of economic activity was slowing down.

84. A further unfavorable aspect of the public finance situation is the
unsatisfactory financial state not only of some of the local governments,
but also of sonme of the autonomous commercial agencies of the Government.
That a aovernment should shoulder part of the burden of the financial
subsidies involved is not unusual. However, a larger contribution to
capital costs could be expected frcm the telephone system if its lmo level
of tariff rates were raised. And the railways constitute a particularly
heavy financial burden because of their inability even to cover current
expenditures. The financial probleams of the railways are complex, but there
are reportedly possibilities for significant improvement, especially through
elimination of uneconomic lines where alternative road facilities exist.
A special conmmission has recently been established to study possible reforms
in the Railways administration,

85. In general there seems to be considerable opportunity to improve, over
the next few years, the public finance situation of the country by a series
of measures tending to improve the financial position of the autonomous
corenercial agencies, and to increase tax revenue in the long run by tax
reform. The latter would imply both administrative and structural changes
in order to reduce evasion, while allo;wing for increased public saving in
periods of rapid expansion. It should also tend to encourage private
saving; a step was taken in this direction in November, when the additional
revenue arising from the increase in the turnover tax was applied to
reducing some of the social security charges hitherto borne by the employers.

External Payments and Foreign Capital Requirements

86. As indicated, the balance of payrments counterpart of the recent invest-
ment saving gap was a current foreign deficit in 1963 of about $660 million.
This year the deficit in the first quarter was at a far higher annual rate,
but with the swing back to a surplus in the second and third quarter and
with a favorable export outlook it seems probable now that the current
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account for 1964 as a whole may show a surplus of the order of $500 million.
Meanwhile the capital account has also moved into a surplus in contrast
to the large net capital outflow of last year. Hence the over-all external
picture has improved considerably, and it is particl-arly encouraging that
instead of last year's month-to-month pattern of deterioration, the course
of this year's transactions has been one of steady improverment.

87. The improvement reflects the curbs on expenditure which have been
imposed by credit and fiscal policies. Since April 1964, it is true, the
authorities have relaxed their credit policy sormewhat to reactivate the
econonrj generally and to stimulate a flow of savings into investment. Their
caution is determined by a resolution to avoid the sizeable balance of
payments deficit which would occur if demand were allowed to rise substantially.
In the short run, at least, there is probably sufficient unused capacity to
prevent any sharp rise in costs and prices. The effect of resuming a 25%
rate of investment, similar to that of 1961-1963, is difficult to estimate
because the course of the different variables affecting the balance of
payments is so uncertain. Assuming, however, fiscal and labor policies which
would keep some restraint on the growth of consumption and encourage savings,
it should be possible to have a sustained investment expansion and still
achieve a balance in the current payments pcsition.

88. This does not mean that the rate of investment will quickly go back
to 25% of GNP, nor that the rate of growth in GNP will, within the fore-
seeable future, go back from the present 3% to the 6% or 7`0 rate experienced
during the "miracle periodt. It means, however, that rates of growth both
in national product and in investment can rise well above the present
depressed level without necessarily engendering new difficulties in the
balance of payments. It also means that the high investment needs, wfhich
are justified by the economic considerations adduced in the preceding
chapter, can hardly be satisfied without substantial capital imports.

89. Concerning prospective trade requirerents, a high import growth rate
will continue to be necessary, but probably not as high as in the last five
years, wJhen volu-me juamped by two and one-half times. This reflected not
only the boom conditions of the "miracle period", but also the effects of
the redistribution of income and the associated jump in consumer imports
in 1962 and 1963. More than half of the five-year rise in imports took
place in those two years.

90. Hence, with a slower pace of economic activity and greater stability
in income distribution, the requirements of balance of payment stability
should be less demanding on export growth than in the recent past. Never-
theless, a fairly steep export trend will still be necessary not only to
keep pace with imports, but also to reduce the swollen trade deficit of
the last two years. During 1958-1963 exports doubled in value and more
than doubled in volume.i/ The average annual rate of increase in total
export value wxas about 15j. This was about 50% faster than for industrial

1/ The index of export prices declined from 100 in
1958 to 92 in 1961 and rose again to 99 in July 1964.
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Europe in general. Even in 1963, Italian exports went up by 8% despite
poor harvests and the boomving domestic market. In the first nine months
of this year, exports were about 175,% more than in the same period last
year. Considering Italy's favorable productivity and labor market
situation it does not seem unreasonable to expect continued export growth
at an average rate somewhat above 10% a year. And this, together with
Italy's large net invisible receipts mainly from tourist spending, should
be adequate to allow a satisfactory rate of investment and a balance on
current foreign transactions, given the fiscal, labor and other conditions
necessary to restrain consumption and promote saving.

91. However, there is in the meantimie the requirement of maintaining a net
capital inflow if a high investment level is to be sustained, Capital
movements are large in the Italian balance of payments. It is difficult to
identify the net inflows of private foreign capital in recent years because
the figures are swollen by Italian capital which moved out of Italy and
then returned in the form of private foreign investment. If an approximate
adjustment is made to exclude such backflows of italian capital, the net
private financing from foreign portfolio and direct investments and loans
has probably ranged between $250-$hoo millicon in the last faw years.
Private foreign investment in Italy is again high this year, and it is not
unreasonable to expect continuing net inflows of private foreign capital of
several hundred million dollars during the next few years.

92. These inflows are likely to be largely in the form of private direct
and portfolio investments in Italy. Some Italian borrowing of long-term
funds from foreign private capital markets is also to be expected, but on a
much smaller scale than private direct and portfolio investments. Publicly
issued foreign loans in the European private capital markets amounted only
to $33 million in 1963. This year, despite Italian efforts to increase
long-term foreign borrowing, only about $40 million of Italian bonds were
placed in European markets during the first ten months.l/ Further issues
are planned for the near future.

93. In view of the interest 'equalization tax" on foreign borrowAng in the
U.S., Italian efforts at financing frorm private U.S. sources are now largely
confined to credits of less than three years, which are not subject to the
tax. 10hile such financing has recently been substantial, it is not taken
into account in assessing the outlook for Italian capital inflow because of
the parallel offset through reduction of short-term commercial bank liabili-
ties abroad.

1/ Including 825,000,000 IRI 5-3/4% bonds at 14 years
(with warrants to purchase Finsider stock) and
f. 5,000,000 City of Turin 6-1/2% bonds at 20 years
(at an effective cost to the city of 7-1/4%).
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94. Against the prospective net inflows of long-term private foreign capital,
there are large outflows of capital to be expected in the form of net private
long-term Italian investments abroad. Such outflows amounted to about $350
million in 1962 and over $250 million in 19630 T,his is exclusive of the
substantial private capital flight during those two years. Most of the out-
flow of long-term private Italian capital was for direct investment abroad.
Net private Italian lending abroad, and purchases of foreign securities
amounted to about 6,65 million a year, and net long-term trade credits
averaged about $50 million.

95. Private Italian investment abroad in these or increasing amounts may
continue and this, in ccmbination with rising repaymnent on private foreign
loans, could bring capital outflow up to or in excess of private inflows
within a few yearst timie. 111eanwhileg for two or three years, a net inflow of
private capital could be expected, assuming, of course, that there will not
be a resumption of private capital flight on a significant scale.

96a Such a net inf3 ow of private capital is likely, however, to be small in
relation to the probable gap in the next few years between domestic saving and
the funds needed to restore the active investment rate of recent years. It
is, therefore, likely that, in addition to private capital imports, borrowing
from foreign public sources will be needed in the next few years. Hence,
until savings rise, the extent of an investment revival may be limited by the
practical possibilities of obtaining additional capital from foreign public
sources. This is not a question of creditworthiness. Net public borrowing in
such amounts is not Darticularly large in the context of the Italian balance
of payments. Service on the $800 million external public debt outstanding at
the end of 1963 amounts to only 1.5% of foreign exchange income. Even if
service on the $900 million of outstanding external private debt were added,
the service of total foreign debt would still not be a significant balance of
payments burden. Foreign borrowing on the scale envisaged here, provided it
were on medium and long term, would still leave the service on external debt
at around 5% of prospective exchange earnings towards the end of the 1960's.
Considering this, and especially in view of Italy's dynamic export prospects,
there should be no difficulty in servicing addi-tional foreign borrowing in
the amounts indicated.

97. More difficult is the question of whether the public borrowing required
is actually feasible. The Government was able to obtain commitments in the
early part of this year for credits of about $1,000 million, mostly in the
United States and also in Germany and the United Kingdom. There was subse-
quently an additional $100 million credit from Switzerland. However, over
half of this credit represented short-term financial support of which less
than $100 million was still outstanding by mid-l964. The balance of $450
million was in the form of lines of credit obtained from the U.S. Export-
Import Bank and the CoTunodity Credit Corporation. So far, however, there
has been no drawing on the credit line of $100 million made available by the
Eximbank for the pu-rchase of raw materials, mainly because of the requireatcnt
to ship them on U.S. vessels. Only about $22 million have been drawn on -tie
other credits, totaling $100 million, which Italy obtained from the Eximbank
for the purchase of industrial goods. The limitation on the use of the
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Commodity Corporation's credit line, to finance purchases of U1S. surplus
commodities, has slowed down draw.ings. The largest source of non-private
external lending to Italy in recent years has been the European Investment
Bank which had approved Italian loans of $236 million up to the end of 1963
and has increased this amount so far in 1964 by over $60 million.

98. Taking all these sources together, however, Italian borrowing possibili-
ties appear insufficient at the present time to supplement private capital
inflow in order to regain a higher level of Italian investmente The effects
of the current slowdomn of investment are not confined to short-run patterns
of output and enrployment but, if prolonged, will also have significant
adverse effects on Italy's longer-term development. This is particularly
true of southern Italy where development depends on the continuity of
operations carried on through the joint and cooperative efforts of a large
administrative organization,and the public and private enterprises and
agencies involved directly in agricultural and industrial production. The
economic development of the South cannot be expected to adjust flexibly and
quickly to sharp fluctuations in the availability of investment funds in the
way that is characteristic of other parts of the Italian econonij where there
is fairly quick response to financial and market conditions, through indivi-
dual enterprise decisions. Hence, prolonged curtailment of investment
activity in the South will necessarily disrupt the large administrative
effort on which southern development still depends, and may result in a loss
of confidence on the part of private investors in the consistency of govern-
ment policies in the South,

99. For these reasons and because of the limited availability of inter-
national long-term financing for Italian investment relative to Italyt s
legitimate investment needs, particularly in the South, a resumption of
IBRD lending to Italy is justified.
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Table 1: ITALY - EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDISBURSED AS OF
DECEMER 31, 1963 WITH MAJOR REPORTED ADDITIONS JANUARY 1 -

MAY 31, 1964 &

Debt Repayable in Foreign Currency

(In thousands of U.S. dollar equivalents)

Debt outstanding Major reported
Ite December 21, 1963 additions

Item Net o including January 1 -
undisbursed undisbursed May,31, 1964~

TOTAL EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT 822,619 1,051,654 87,860

Publicly-issued bonds 206,219 206,219 25 0O

Privately-placed debt 108,227 108952 _

Suppliers' credits 58,893 ffl_
Other 49,334 50,oo9

IBRD loans 251,233 256,570

Loans from Inter-European
organizations 177 788 214 751
BIS -,5315,3 
European Coal and Steel 38,027 38,027
Council of Europe 3.)439 3,439 -

European Investment Bank 121,290 158,253 62,860

U.S. Government loans 31,097 217 107
Export-Import Bank 1002196,12
Maritime Commission 66 66 -
War Surplus 20,229 20,229 -

Loans from other governments 48 o55 48055_-
Argentina 1 1802 -

Switzerland 46,253 46,253

E Does not include $100,000l,0 War Reparation to Russia which is still in
dispute.

Statistics Division
IBRD-Economic Department

November 5, 1964



Table 2: ITALY - ESTIMATED CONTRACTUAL SERVICE PAYMENTS ON EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDISBURSED AS OF
DECEMBER 31, 1963 WITH MAJOR REPORTED ADDITIONS JANUARY 1 - MAY 31, 1964 /1

Debt Repayable in Foreign Currency
(In thousands of U.S. dollar equivalents)

Pagee1
Debt out- Payments during year Debt out- Payments during year
standing _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __standing _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

Year plus un- mori- I Year plus un- Amori In
disbursed Amri I- Total disbursed Aot-I-Total
January 1 zation terest January 1 zation terest

Total debt Publicly-issued bonds
19614 969,800 68,855 37,1406 106,262 1964 206,219 12,689 5,510 18,199
1965 988,805 67,009 141,837 108,847 1965 218,530 9,356 7,511 16,868
1966 921,796 71,,408 41,713 113,121 1966 209,174 9,529 7,151 16,679
1967 850,387 78,965 39,662 118,629 1967 199,645 9,706 6,785 16,491
1968 771,420 80,755 35,7614 116,522 1968 189,939 11,045 6,4114 17,459

*1969 690,6614 78,706 32,918 111,6214 1969 178,8* 13,212 7,074 20,286
1970 611,958 73,423 29,827 103,2149 1970 165,681 14,285 7,310 21,595
1971 538,533 68,071 26,223 914,295 1971 151,396 1,019 6,702 20,721
1972 470,4614 68,381 22,801 91X.1& 1972 137,378 13,300 6,085 19,385
1973 402,083 614,053 19,406 83,461 1973 .124,077 13,747 5,500 19,2147
1974 338,028 76,768 16,170 92,937 19714 110,330 214,769 4,894 29,662
1975 261,259 70,965 12,217 83,183 1975 85,561 17,675 3,686 21,361
1976 190,294 61,012 8,679 69,691 1976 67,887 18,157 2,860 21,017
1977 129,283 59,305 5,580 614,885 1977 149,730 33,298 1,764 35,062
1978 57,424 24,669 2,686 27,356 1978 16,1432 11,432 751 12,183

Privately-placed debt - Total Privatey-placed debt - SuppliersW credits
1964 100,952 15,485 51473 1964 55,59 6,374 2,537 9,211
1965 93,467 18,415 4,570 22,985 1965 52,519 1,795 2,571 4,366
1966 75,053 19,103 3,565 22,668 1966 50,725 11,769 2,354 14,123
1967 55,950 18,922 2,593 21,515 1967 38,956 11,588 1,773 13,361
1968 37,027 18,027 1,636 19,663 1968 27,368 11,407 1,208 12,615
1969 19,000 12,229 788 13,017 1969 15,961 10,974 647 11,621
1970 6,771 5,242 221 5,462 1970 4,987 4,987 122 5,108
1971 1,529 255 84 339
1972 1,275 255 70 325
1973 1,020 255 55 310
1974 765 255 40 295
1975 510 255 26 281
1976 255 255 11 266

See footnote at end of table.



Table 2: ITALY - ESTIMiATED CONTRACTUAL SERVICE PAYMENTS ON EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDISBURSED AS OF
DECEMBER 31, 1963 WITH llAJOR REPORTED ADDITIONS JANUARY 1 - MAY 31, 1964 /1 (CONT.)

Debt Repayable in Foreign Currency

(In thousands of U.S. dollar equivalents)
Pagve 2

Debt out- Payments during year Dta out- Payments during year
standing __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _standing _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Year plus un- Year plus un-
disbursed Atiorti t In- Total disbursed Ati- In- Total
January 1L zatlon terest January 1 zation terest

Praae1-P1aced debt - Other IBRD loans
1964 50,059 9,111 2,616 11,727 1964 256,570 13,841 12,195 26,036
1965 40,9h8 16,620 1,999 18,619 1965 242,729 14,573 11,618 26,191
1966 24,328 7,334 1,211 8,545 1966 228,156 15,346 10,997 26,31t3
1967 16,994 7,334 820 8,154 1967 212,810 16,160 10,337 26,497
1968 9,659 6,620 428 7,048 1968 196,650 17,018 9,627 26,645

* 1969 3,039 1,255 141 1,396 1969 179,632 17,920 8,882 26,802
1970 1,784 255 99 354 1970 161,712 18,870 8,o65 26,935
1971. 1,529 255 84 339 1971 142,842 19,005 7,114 26,146
1972 1,275 255 70 325 1972 123,837 19,118 6,204 25,322
1973 1,020 255 55 310 1973 104,719 20,125 5,226 25,351
1974 765 255 40 295 1974 84,594 21,182 4,187 25,369
1975 510 255 26 281 1975 63,412 22,300 3,072 25,372
1976 255 255 11 266 1976 41,112 17,452 1,996 19,448

1977 23,660 11,108 1,163 12,271

Loans from Inter-Eurooean or anizations U.S. Government loans - Total
1964 21,1 2 9 19614 13,253 3,933 2,526 =,b6C)
1965 2514,876 9,798 10,255 20,052 1965 131,320 14,689 5,858 20,547
1966 245,078 12,556 12,176 24,732 1966 116,630 114,689 5,806 20,1495
1967 232,,522 19,115 12,909 32,0214 1967 101,941 1,870 5,027 19,898
1968 213,40? 19,141 11,850 31,266 1968 87,070 15,051 4,233 19,285
12969 193,991 20,087 102739 30,826 1969 72,019 1:,051 3,138 18,1489
1970 173,905 21,069 9,586 30,655 1970 56,968 13,7142 2,656 16,398
1971 152,835 20 8814 8,380 29,264 1971 43,225 13,685 1,935 15,621
1972 131,951 20,736 7,203 27,939 1972 29,5140 10,117 1,267 11,385
1973 111,216 21,1434 6,014 27,4149 1973 19,423 3,867 8142 4,709
1974 89,781 22,070 4,788 26,858 1974 15,555 3,867 688 14,555
1975 67,711 22,243 3,525 25,768 1975 11,688 3,867 532 14,400
1976 45,1468 18,181 2,255 20,435 1976 7,820 2,342 378 2,720
1977 27,288 8,080 1,411 9,,,- 1977 5,1478 2,194 259 2,453
1978 19,207 6,418 1,006 7,4214 1978 3,2814 2,194 13 2,337

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 3: SELECTED INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES

Per Capita Gross Domestic Product at Factor Cost
(Current U)

1963

Italy 780

Belgium 1,335

France 1,350

Germany 1,370

Netherlands 1p035

United Kingdom 1,340

United States 2,780

Canada 1,970

Japan 55°

l/ GDP is used for international comparisons
rather than Net National Income, which is
reported in "Basic Data".

Source: U.N. Yearbook National Accounts and
estimates from national sources, partly
preliminary.



Table 4: SELBECTED ITNDTSTRIAL COUJNThIES

Gross National Product - Rates of Increase at
Constant Prices (Market Prices of_ l951)

Italy Bel-ium France Germa.n Netherlands U.K. U.S.

Average 1951/53 100 100 1/ 100 100 100 100 100
1954 111 104 108 115 114 107 102
1955 118 109 114 129 123 110 111
1956 124 112 120 138 127 112 113
1957 132 116 127 145 131 114 115
1958 137 114 130 150 131 115 113
1959 148 116 134 160 138 120 121
1960 158 122 145 2/ 176 3/ 150 125 124
1961 171 126 150 2/ 187 3/ 154 129 126
1962 181 131 159 194 159 130 134
1963 190 136 165 200 165 135 138

1/ 1953 100.
2/ 1960/61 converted from base year 1959.
3/ 1961 and subsequent years including Saar.

Sources: OECD Statistics of National Accounts 1950-61, Paris 1964 and estimates from partly
preliminary National Accounts Statistics of individual countries for 1962/63.



Table 5: SELECTFD INDUSTRIAL CCUNTRIES

Gross Domestic Fixed Asset Formation
Rates of Increase at Constant Prices

(tmarikel Tr1cesofl O 759

Italy Belgium France Germany Netherlands U.Ko U.S.

Average 1951/1953 100 100 1/ 100 100 100 100 100
1954 117 109 107 128 122 116 105
1955 130 113 121 154 141 121 116
1956 140 122 132 164 157 128 118
1957 153 126 146 104 163 135 118
1958 155 114 152 174 142 136 110
1959 171 125 155 194 160 141 120
1960 197 138 166 2/ 221 3/ 177 160 121
1961 215 143 183 2/ 242 190 174 120
1962 234 146 196 254 198 172 138
1963 247 153 208 259 210 174 142

1/ Base year 1953.
2/ Converted from base year 1959.
7/ Including Saar for 1960 and subsequent years.

Sources: OECD Statistics of National Accounts 1950-1961, Paris 1964; and estimates from partly
preliminary National Accounts Statistics of individual countries for 1962/1963.



Table 6: SELECTED UTDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES

Consumers' Expenditure - Pates of Increase at Constant Prices
(Nlarket prices c1 19L-)

Italir Belgium France Germanv Metherlan-'s U.K. U.S.

100 1O0 1/ 100 100 100 100 100

1954 109 103 108 115 111 107 105

1955 113 110 1114 126 119 111 113

1956 117 112 121 137 129 112 116

1957 122 116 128 iL1 129 113 119

1958 125 115 129 152 12?9 117 120

1959 132 119 1?2 161 135 122 127

1960 141 1214 139 2/ 176 V/ 144 127 131

1961 152 127 1L7 2/ 189 151 129 1314

1962 163 132 157 200 157 132 1l1

1963 174 1397 166 206 166 1 P7 i46

17 Base yrear 197?.
2/ Converted from base year 1959.
3/ Including Saar for 19660 and subsequent yTears.

Sources: OECD Statistics of National Accounts 1950-1961, Paris 1961; and estimates
from partly p i minarYWaonal Accounts Statistics of individual coun-
tries for 1962/1963.



Table 7: SELECTED INDUSTRIAL COINTTRIES

Gross Savings -Share of Gross- National Producit in 

Italy Belgium France GermaLn Netherlands U.K. U.s.

1954 19 16 19 26 26 15 17
1955 21 17 20 29 26 15 19
1956 21 17 18 28 23 17 19
1957 22 17 19 28 25 17 18
1958 23 16 20 27 26 17 16
19:9 22 15 21 27 28 16 17
1960 25 16 23 27 29 17 17
1961 26 17 22 27 28 18 16
1962 26 17 22 26 27 17 17
1963 23 17 21 26 26 17 17

Sources: OECD Statistics of ,National Accounts 1950-61, Paris 1964 and estiiates from partly
preliminary National Accounts Statistics of individual countries for 1962/63.



Table 8: SELECTED INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES

Changes in thiie Direction of Exports
(Share of Total in 1...)

EEC Rest of U.S. and Rest of
Countries Western Eur22e Canada Tlorld

Italy 21 29 10 0
Belgium 38 27 12 23
France 20 20 6 54
Germany 30 37 7 26
Netherlands 36 30 9 25
United Kingdom 10 24 12 54
United States 9 9 19 63

1958

Italy 24 27 11 38
Belgium 45 15 11 29
France 26 29 7 38
Germany 27 32 8 33
Netherlands 42 18 6 34
United Kingdom 14 20 15 51
United States 14 12 19 55

1962

Italy 35 26 10 29
Belgium 57 15 11 17
France 37 11 6 46
Germany 34 34 8 26
Netherlands 49 18 5 28
United Kingdom 20 24 14 42
United States 17 13 18 52

Source: IMF and IBRD Direction of Trade



Table 9: POPULATION AND vIGRATION

(thousands)

Population 1/ Migration
(end of period) E4igrants Returning Smigrants Net Emigration

1952 47,666 278 97 181

1953 47,957 225 103 122

1954 48;299 251 107 14h

1955 49,633 320 142 178

1956 48.,921 3451/ (135W 15W (248)Z/ 1903/

1957 49,182 342 163 179

1958 49,!476 255 139 116

1959 4.9,832 268 156 112

1960 5o,198 384 192 192

1961 50,534 387 210 177

1962 50,947 366 182 184

1963 51,507 3014/ 176li/ 125/

1/ Resident population (Relazione sulla Attivita di
Coordinamento, i964, page 213)

2/ Old series, comparable to years prior to 1956

3/ Neu series for 1956 and later years not comparable
with earlier years

hi Preliminary

Source: Relazione Generale and
Istituto Centrale di Statistica (ISTAT)



Table 10: EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

(thousands)

July July
1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1963 1964

Labor force:/i
Male 14,857 14,885 14,859 1h1,882 14,826 14,737 14,710 - -
Female 5,246 5,574 5,544 ,602 5,701 5,760 5,76o - -

Total: 20,103 20,459 20,403 20,484 20,527 20,505 20,470 20,253 20,219

Employment:z/
Agriculture, forestry
and fishing 6,188 6,116 6,066 6,028 5,689 5v,474 5,2o6 - _

industry (including
construction and 6,939 6,961 6,928 7,201 7,466 7,693 7,943 - _
public utilities)

Other 52589 6,060 5,883 6,001 6,140 6,200 6,304 -

Total: 18,716 19,137 18,887 19,230 19,295 19,367 19,453 - -

Unemployment:2/ 1,643 1,322 1,117 836 710 611 504 387 469

Rate of unemployment
(% of labor force) 8.2 665 5.4 401 365 3.0 265 1.9 2.3

1/ Including workers abroad

2/ Including temporary workers

3/ Sample surveys of ISTAT

Source: Istituto Centrale di Statistica (ISTAT)



Table 11: INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION

(volumze indices)

Janua -August
1953 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1963- 1

Mining 100 157 160 174 183 198 199 190 185 196

Manufacturing industries 100 138 143 159 184 205 226 2L46 239 243
of which:
Te=-ile industries 100 110 105 116 127 126 136 140 136 129
Engineering industries 100 129 128 137 164 189 196 213 210 189
Transportation means 100 156 171 189 228 256 301 355 342 328
Chemical industries 100 154 175 209 242 293 336 364 355 390

Electricity and gas 100 126 132 141 160 171 183 198 195 206

General index 100 138 142 158 182 202 222 241 234 239

Source: Istituto Centrale di Statistica (ISTAT) --
Annuario Statistico and Bollettino Mensile di Statistica



Table 12: GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT FACTOR COST AT CURRENT PRICES

(billion lire)

1953 1954k 19L 195•' 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Agriculture, forestry
and fishing 2,670 2,666 2,820 2,736 2,&37 3,011 3,033 2,993 3,397 3,665 3,797

idning, manufacturing and
public utilities 3,715 3,955 It,312 4,6o6 4,93, 5,186 5,614 6,358 7,O0. 7,Sh8 8,982

Construction 534 632 756 837 970 1,072 1,177 1,276 1,430 1,711 1,966

Other (transport, commerce,
banking, public adminis-
tration and miscellaneous
services) 3,4h6 3,682 4.,077 4,666 5,06o 5,517 5,920 7,04s 7,682 8,732 1O,2CO

Gross do-miestic product
at Lactor cost 1/ 10, 496 11,090 12,134s 12,997 14,002 15,01:3 15,961 17,Ia97 19,211 21,621 2L1491

l/ Adjusted to offset duplications in estirmates by sectors.

Source: OECD Statistics of National Accounts and Italian submission to the OECD.



Table 13: GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT IN CONSTANT PRICES
7lKir-ket prices cQ Fl93T

(billions of lire)

1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Private consumption 8.,469 8,655 8,962 9,333 9,707 9,953 10,492 11,211 12,078 13,012 14,25Li

Public consumption 1,481 1,620 1,666 1,776 1,850 2,081 2,160 2,293 2,405 2,512 2,657

Gross fixed capital
formation 2,265 2,454 2,706 2,927 3,196 3,241 3,568 4,122 4,634 )

) 5,344 5,563
Changes in stocks 30 35 189 103 81 95 158 319 307 )

Exports of goods and
services 1,397 1,530 1,732 1,942 2,379 2,474 2,884 3,430 3,996 4,421 4,708

Less: Imports of goods
and services 1.,637 1,678 1,814 2,058 2,310 2,285 2,511 3,437 3,967 4,560 5,458

Gross NationaL Product
at market prices 12,005 126 136 461 12 14,903 15,559 16,?51 17,938 19,453 20,729 21,724

Source: OECD and Italian submission to OECD



Table 13A: IET NATI0NAL INCOPIE PER CAPITA
(U.S.dollars at market prices)

At Current Prices At 1954 Prices
Center- Center-

Total North South Total North South

1951 298 370 177 320 390 202

1952 312 390 182 324 401 195

1953 340 417 211 346 422 217

1954 359 443 219 359 443 219

1955 391 487 229 381 476 221

1956 418 519 248 394 491 231

1957 447 552 269 418 518 249

1958 476 591 281 433 538 255

1959 507 634 290 465 585 261

1960 548 687 310 494 626 268

1961 602 745 355 533 667 303

1962 674 834 397 565 709 316

1963 756 925 461 585 727 336

Source: Relazione sulla Attivit2. di
-Cordinanento, 1964, page 213



Table 1h: CONSOLIDATED CASH BUDGET PUBLIC A9INISTRATION
(Actual receipts and expendituresT

(Central Government, Local Authorities, Social Security Funds, Universities)

CUTRENT ACCOUIT 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Expenditures 4,855 5,584 5;749 6,235 7,JhO 8oh35
of wrhich Payments to
ermloyees and pensioners 1,521 1,626 1,785 1,951 2,261 2,765

Purchase of goods and
services 955 1,045 1,150 1,254 1;405 1,690

Receipts 5.354 5v958 6,,434 7,151 8,188 9,529
of which Tax revenues 4,759 5,198 5,828 6,475 7,601 8,857

Surplus h99 374 685 915 1,046 1,093

CAPITAL ACCOUNT

Investment 363 398 501 538 630 585
Transfers for investment
purposes 356 404 475 528 531 560

Financial investment 25 759 459 414 468 539
Other transfers - 5 13 12 25 16

Total l,lhh 1,566 1,h8 1,492 1,654 1,701

Capital receipts 519 803 5'o 132 199 215
Capital account deficit 625 763 878 1,360 1,455 1,486

OVER-ALL DEFICIT 126 389 193 444 408 392

Sou-rce: Relazione Generale sulla Situazione
Economica del Paese



Table 15: C3NTRAL GOVREN1T CASH BUDGET
-Actual receipts and expenditures)

(billion lire)

CURRENT ACCOUN'T 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Expenditures 2,702 3,029 3,178 3,360 24,054 4,615
Receipts 3,105 3,416 3,781 4,o86 4,827 5,219
Surplus 403 387 603 726 773 604

CAPITAL ACCOIT

Investment 105 115 132 141 181 154
Transfers for investment

purposes 393 441 531 599 627 729
Financial investment 109 452 152 158 170 185
Other transfers 5 9 9 21 10

Total 607 1,013 824 907 999 1,078

Capital raceipts 41 329 119 42 105 104

Capital accoumt deficit 566 684 705 865 894 974

OVER-ALL DEFICIT/ 163 297 102 139 121 370

1/ These figures do not exactly coincide with those
shoi,m under "Budget deficits" in the next table
"Operations of the Treasur-y and Treasury Funds",
because of minor accounting adjustments.

Source: Relazione Generale sulla Situazione
Economica del Paese



Table 16: OPERATIONS OF ThE TREASURY AND TREASURY FUNDS
-'Cassa Depositi e Prestitili)

(billion lire)

Items 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Finance Requirements

Budget deficits -313 -1)2 -128 -138 -369
Treasury operations 28 42 97 81 75
Operations of the Cassa Depositi

and autonomous agenciesi/ -230 -261 -292 -383 -581

Total -515 -331 -323 -440 -875
2/ (-560) (-341) (-367) (-546) (-904)

Sources of Funds

Long-term debt2/ 338 170 105 -108 -187
Postal savings 199 211 272 371 422
Treasury bills3/ 467 45 97 28 -131
Short-term debtl/ 33 35 11 -41 34
Bank of Italy -522 -130 -162 190 737

Total 515 331 323 440 875
2/ (560) (341) (367) (546) (904)

1/ Includes major operations of the Cassa Depositi
e Prestiti and several investment expenditures
of the Railways and the autonomous agency for
Roads, which were financed by the market.

2/ Includes the financing of agricultural stockpiles

3/ Outside the Bank of Italy

Source: Banca d'Italia



Table 17: BAIJUICE OF PAD!ENTES

(million U.S.dnllaris)

1950 1955 1956 1957 1958 19-59 1960 1961 1962 1963 1963 1964
I~o~tit36s -1,363.6 -2,449.6 -2 8 8 -3 248 6 2,895•7 -2,993Mo 4,204.4 4s659.3 -5,469.6 --6776,6 -5,294.2 ,292.9
'6'p303tS ' -203 2 1,777$5 2,0830 24h79.5 2,5?3.O 2,860,0 3,570O6 o,1034 4,5892 4,968.9 3,515,6 4J07.5

Trade Baulmoe -l60,4 -672.1 -731,8 -1769.1 -372.7 -133,O -633.8 -55059 -880.4 -1,807.7 -1,778.6 -1,235.4

Fraightd ui Inasunoee -596 -18,2 4.8 -5o5 -29.4 63, o 106. 7 -122.1 -99,8 -172.2 n.a. n,a.
Tourlsm 6638 190,1 21532 322,7 011.3 448.1 548P1 647.5 723.7 748,8 613.4 624.8
Other Services, inel,
miltary 295.5 298,1 251.8 331,5 301.3 309.4 290.9 266.9 242.7 284=4 n.a. n.a.
Balane on Goods
aw1 Sarvie.a 1h2.3 -202,1 -26090 l'19,4 310,5 56.9 ".5 2384 -133.8 -9h*7 n.a. R.A.

Ragranta I REittanes 44O8 79.7 101.3 115.2 188,' 170,2 214.0 260,7 298,4 282.9 381,2 "7,T.
Other Trasfesor 48 48.2 64,0 87.6 65,2 23.9 4.5 11.4 -8,2 6,6 i,9a. n,a.

.- YvHm - ' 't. 3 -74,2 -94.7 33.4 56.2 5g S 0 317.0 5o8.5 276,4 657.2 -560.7 15.8

ul)esst2>0.s (net) 29.5 75.2 32092 932 91e0 12:.JI 193.9 404,0 555.8 741M7 n.a. n.a.

Lonuo (naet)3/ -9g9 101,5 14.2 87.1 68,6 133.4 63.5 9.2 -936 236.9 n.a. n.a.
Oultflow of Capital in
form of Baik Nates -- -62,6 -185.2 2ys -765.9 - ,l470 4 -i,18505 51702Otl'er (I ceor mrcial
creditsa,zid errors 2!.0.6 -3o,6 4604 -7,9 69,6 -104,2 49a1 - .63 ---I ' n,a,ayd awdssions)

Total C ital
N .A , Z LL21,0 1#6,1 le30,8 172 229.2 :33.0 321.3 6 -2 -z6220 9&6 -231.3 U 7

Over-all sur 1uas
OI i1.7fLit- -) _ 6Z39f-7 ,9 59 M.1 3205A 793.4 85oao 438,3 573,9 50,4 -1,251.A -792,0 2 2.S

1/ Provit ortal

t/ f OOign . : ItaIŽ , 'Leas net lta1:..iu wVs3

:.,O faei->..B



Table 18: FOREIGN ASSETS

(million U.S.dollars)

(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
U,I,C. and Total Foreign Aggregate

Banca d'Italia I.M.F. Other Assets Official Foreign Liabilities Net Foreign Aggregate Net Foreign
Monetaiy Foreign Official Gold Tranch- Total (medium and Foreign Assets of of Uie Position of Net Foreign TThiqid

Gold Fxchng_e Reserves Position Other Reserves long-term) Assets the Banks Banks the Banks Assets Assets

End of: (1.2) 3 )6.7) (9.10) (8s.11) i277
1951 333 441 X 774 X1

1952 346 350 ' 696 m

1953 346 422 X 768 X

1954 346 581 x 927 x

1955 352 815 X 1,167 "

1956 338 898 ' 1,236 X

1957 452 903 ' 1,355 X
1958 1,086 996 ' 2,082 1

1959 ;,74) 1,239 2,988 68 -24 3,032 224 3,256 453 -856 -1403 2,853 2,629
1960 2,203 979 3,182 68 -27 3,223 278 3,501 754 -889 -135 3,366 3,088

1961 2,225 1,331 3,556 243 -47 3,752 365 4, 17 979 -1,153 -174 3,943 3,578

1962 2,2143 1,372 3,615 203 -14 3,804 793 4,597 1,457 -2,062 -605 3,992 3,199

1963 2,343 837 3,180 226 -11 3,395 601 3,996 1,284 -2,538 -1,254 2,742 2,141

June 1963 2,289 1,189 3,478 209 136 3,823 631 4,454 1,554 -2,695 -1,141 3,313 2,682

June 1964 2,148 829 2,977 1 -151 2,827 615 3,442 1,238 -2,148 -910 2,532 1,917

Sept.1964 2,104 1,129 3,233 125 -101 3,257 582 3,839 1,203 -2,009 -806 3,033 2,451

n Includes only foreign exchange held by the Ufficio Italiano dei Cambi

Source: Banea dtItalia



Table 19: FOREIGN TIRAE

wlain Cateories of Products as
a Percentage of Total (C_rrent Values)

Jan.
to

Sept.
1954l 195• 1956 19`7 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964

Exports

Consumer goods 66 64 64 63 60 61 58 58 59 59 59
Investr,ment goods 21 23 25 26 29 27 31 31 30 30 30
Rawma r;aterials 13 13 11 11 11 12 11 11 11 11 11

and others

i 'Tpo rts

Consumer goods 143 42 141 40 142 44 43 140 39 43 43
Investment goods 31 32 32 32 32 31 36 39 41 33 36
Raw materials 26 26 27 28 26 25 21 21 20 19 21

and others

Source: Istituto Centrale di Statistica (ISTAT)



Table 20: FOREIGN TRADE

Percentage Change of Curreint Values over Prerious Year

Jan.to
Sept.

1955 1956 1957 1958 l959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964

Imports:

Total 11 17 16 -13 5 40 10 16 24 --

Consumer goods 10 15 14 -8 10 35 4 14 37 -
Non-durables 9 15 13 -10 5 36 1 9 35 3
Durables 21 17 7 0 42 32 21 33 47 -7

Investment goods 8 17 18 -15 4 61 20 21 15 -6
Industrial trans-
portation means 8 10 26 -25 7 91 3 20 6 5

Miachinery 13 18 19 -17 3 62 23 22 17 -7

Raw materials and
others 11 20 19 -16 -2 23 8 12 16 11

Exports:

Total 13 16 19 1 13 25 15 11 8 18

Consumer goods 10 14 18 -4 15 19 13 15 7 17
NTon-durables 5 12 18 -10 11 21 11 11 6 13
flrables 34 21 21 18 25 18 11 27 10 28

Investment goods 23 30 22 10 8 43 16 4 10 20
Industrial trans-
portation means 4 22 32 34 12 45 16 -9 8 16

Machinery 27 32 22 6 5 43 13 11 11 20

Raw materials and
others 16 -1 9 9 16 11 19 13 9 15

Source: Istituto Centrale di Statistica (ISTAT)
and Banca d'Italia



Table 21: MONEY SUPPLY

(billions of lire)

IMoney Supply Ou' si - 11 oney

Total of which

Demand Deposits
Currency outside with banks and Postal Savings

End of: banks Savings Banks Savings Deposits deposits

1957 5,132 1,852 3,1143 3,387 1,562
1958 5,682 2,004 3,513 4,072 1,694
1959 6,481 2,1F8 4x,119 4,738 1,869
1960 7,366 2,385 4,786 5,424 2,o66
1961 8,521 2,74L5 5,548 6,356 2,309
1962 10,103 3,135 6,664 7,491 2,611
1963 11,506 3,576 7,5214 8,503 2,951

March 1963 10,195 3,036 6,822 7,702 2,684
i4arch 1964 11,013 3,355 7,274 8.,564 3,013

June 1963 10,511 3,190 6,925 7,821 2,7??

Juno 1964 12,241 3,380 7,421 8,575 3,038

Source: Banca d'Italia and International Financial Statistics (TIM)



Table 22: BANK CREDIT

(billions of lire)

Loans and Advances of Banks and Savings Advances of Bank of Italy and Exchange
Banks to: Office to:

Private Sector Governmenti/ GovernmentZ/ Banks and Savings Banks_/
End of'---

1957 5,3914 7o4.o 1.869.5 110.2
1958 5,822 1,057.5 1,829.1 30O2
1959 6)759 1,551Q9 1,37202 49.6

1960 8,307 1,62o04 1,266.3 73.8
1961 9,875 1,696.8 1,156.5 316C9
1962 12,1400 1737.2 1,3149.0 466.2
1963 1h,978 1,725S4 2,124.4 852.6

March 1963 12,770 1,801.5 1,55108 40507
March 1964 114,790 1,797.1 2,071.4 982G2

June 1963 13,1493 1,7B5.7 1,480.0 641.2
June 1964 14,811 1.,627.5 2,203.0 998.9

1/ Treasury bills plus deposits at the Treasury
and Postal Savings Fund

2/ Direct accounts plus financing of stockpiles
plus government notes in circulation

3/ Including advances, deferred payments, rediscounts
and other loans.

Source: Banca d'Italia and
international Financial Statistics (IPEF)



Table 23: PRICE INDICES (AVERAGES)

Wholesal-e Prices (1953 100) Consumers t Prices (1953 = 100) Cost of Living (1938 1)
N\Ton-

Agricultural Agricultural Gerneral Food Non-Food Services General Food Clothing Housing General
Products Prodiucts Index Products Products Index Index

1953 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 O100 66.80 62.24 17.20 56.54
1954 100,6 98.8 99,1 103.6 102e8 68.75 63.08 18.26 58.o06
1955 102.8 99.3 100.0 1o6.4 105.2 70.59 62.87 20.88 59.69
1956 109.4 99e8 101.7 111.2 108,8 73.68 62,70 26.87 62M66
1957 105.8 101.9 102.7 111.1 102.9 117,6 110,2 73.84 64.35 32.12 63e87
1958 107.6 99.0 100.9 1150O 103.9 121.5 113.3 77.03 64.66 39.31 66093
1959 100.3 97.2 97.9 11203 103.0 126.5 112.8 74,58 64,49 47.66 66.65
1960 102.0 97.9 98.8 113i4 103.6 135.6 115.4 75.30 65o98 55.01 68.42
1961 103.8 97.7 99.0 113M8 103.5 146.3 117.8 76,54 66.29 62c37 70.42
1962 112.8 99.2 102.0 118 8 108.8 153.5 123.3 80.55 69.oo 70.03 74.52
1963 119.8 104.0 107.3 128,6 115.4 164.6 13265 87.29 73.30 79.31 81.07

Cost of living index,
1961 = 100

Sept.1963 119.7 104.6 107.8 12868 116.7 166.3 133.3 114,2 111.4 120.8 113.5
Sept.1964 120.0 108.4 110.9 136.7 123.2 179.2 141.3 121.0 117.6 133.0 121.1

Source: Relazione Generale
Annuario Statistico (Istituto Centrale di Statistica)
Istituto Nazionale per lo Studio della Congiuntura



Table 24: NTIC7 NEJ SE2CUPITY ISSUES

(billions of lire)

First
Half

1953 1955 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964

Public bonds 220.7 287.4 -16,3 338.7 162.3 135.3 62.0 -71.3 102

Special Credit
Institute bonds 101.0 142.3 215.0 262.8 412.1 514.0 718.2 774.7 266

IRI, ENI, BNEL
and other 57.3 17.2 223.7 117.7 251,5 235.3 253.7 369.2 200
industrial bonds

Sub-Total 379.0 446.9 422.4 719.2 825.9 884.6 1033.9 1072.6 568

Stocks 136.6 144,2 222.3 225.0 495.7 416.8 60802 267,4 250

Total 5-5.6 591.1 644.7 944.2 1321.6 1301.4 1642.1 13400oo 818

Subscribed by
individuals 374.6 451.1 522.0 668.2 1093.1 1032.4 971.2 676.7 498
and companies

Suibscribed by
banks 141.0 140.0 122.7 276.0 22835 269.0 670.9 663.3 320

Percent sub-
scribed by banks 27.3 23.7 19.0 29.2 17.3 20.7 40,9 49.5 39

Source: Banca dTItalia: annual reports



INDICES & YIELDS OF SECURITIES IN ITALY

(scale logarilmica)

I I N D I C E S (b*m 1953 100)

1953 54 55 5 57 56 59 60 61 62 63 1964 600
600 600 __ __

500 _ i - 500

400 - Stocks 400

300 - r' ~ _ _ _ 300

200 _ 200

Government Bonds

100 -- < }Other Bond 100 1
90 9- 0 _ _ t
80 8

7 - t- Other Bonds-- 7

___ F = 1 j } - Government Bonds{ A 7 '

4 L - -{4 :-sr 

3 s 3 _ tj _,9 

- IZ

2 2

1953 5 q 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 1964 -

Source: atY I E L D S

Source: Bankc of Italy


